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If you get stuck in repairing a defective appliance download this repair information for help. See below.
Good luck to the repair!

Please do not offer the downloaded file for sell only use it for personal usage!
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	Also known: FISHER 500C 500

	If you have any question about repairing write your question to the Message board. For this no need registration.
	If the site has helped you and you also want to help others, please Upload a manual, circuit diagram or eeprom that is not yet available on the site.
Have a nice Day!
	See related repair forum topics below. May be help you to repair.



Warning!
If you are not familiar with electronics, do not attempt to repair!
You could suffer a fatal electrical shock! Instead, contact your nearest service center!



Note! To open downloaded files you need acrobat reader or similar pdf reader program. In addition,  
some files are archived,
so you need WinZip or WinRar to open that files. Also some files are djvu so you need djvu viewer to open them.

These free programs can be found on this page: needed progs

If you use opera you have to disable opera turbo function to download file!

If you cannot download this file, try it with CHROME or FIREFOX browser.
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Relevant AUDIO forum topics:

Fisher hangfal mélysugárzó pereme szétmállott.

Szép estét. 8 ohm, 146mm lyukátmérő, csavarlik 175mm-re átlóban. Valamit bele, vagy javítóbőrt hol kapok Budapesten?

Fisher CA520 tip.erosito egyik csatornaja torzit.

Sziasztok. A cimben szereplo erositovel szenvedek (szo szerint), mar egy ideje. Eloeleterol nem sokat tudni, hozzam eletjel nelkul kerult. Kibontas utan: szakadt biztositekok a sec. oldalon, a vegtranzisztorok ahany - annyifele/fajta, csillamlemezzel ugyan, de szigetelogyuru nelkul. Mas hibat nem talaltam, es a szigetelogyuruk hianyaban normalisak a szakadt biztositekok. A biztositekok es szigetelogyuruk potlasa utan az erosito megszolalt es megnyugodtam, hogy a vezerlo ic-k (upc1270h) megmaradtak. De ezekkel a vegtranzisztorokkal nem maradhatott, ujdonsult tulaja egy vajtfulu zenesz, meg az en reszemrol is kontarmunka lett volna bd242/243 parosokat bennt hagyni. Inkabb valami japan tranzisztorokat probaltam felhajtani, nem sok sikerrel, to220 tokozasban nem talaltam parokat. Vegul a fiokban lapulo 2sa1941/2sc5198 parokat tettem bele, kicsit izmosak ide, de ugy gondoltam csak nem fog kohogni ettol az erosito. Es itt kezdodik ez en kalvariam. A s.m.-ban az emiterellenallasokon mert feszultsegesest 3mV-ra kell beallitani. 0.003V/2x0.22R = 0.0068A. 6.8mA. Hat ez nekem marhara kevesnek tunt, igy sikerult nagyjabol a duplajara beallitani. Egyik oldalon siman ment, masik oldalon eleg messze kellett tekernem a trimmert amig meglett a 6mV. Szolni szolt, csak a vezerlo ic-k nagyon hamar felforrosodtak, igy gyartottam rajuk egy-egy szep nagy extra hutest. A gyari hutozaszlok nagyjabol a fele az ic-k adatlapjaban megadottnak, nem is ertem hogyan mukodott ez az erosito gyarilag. A kovetkezo huzas az volt, hogy amig fulhallgatoval szepen szol, mihelyst rakotom a muterhelest, az egyik csatorna kezd torzitani. Idonkent helyrejon egy-egy kis idore, mintha kontakthiba lenne, de hiaba kocogtattam vegig a panelt, nem volt valtozas. A vegerosito panelt atforrasztottam, aztan ugyanez a 2 elulso panellal is, de a hiba maradt. Ha rakotom a muterhelest, egyik csatorna torzit, ha lekotom, a hang kitisztul. Legutoljara azon a csatornan, ahol nehezebb volt a nyugalmi aramot beallitani, vegtranzisztorokat csereltem es beallitottam a kivant 3mV-ot. Ennek ellenere nem tapasztalok kulobseget a 2 vezerlo ic homersekleteben, ugyanugy melegszik mindketto. Elore is koszonom, ha valakinek sikerulne felkapcsolnia az alagut vegen a fenyt. Udv.

Fisher CA-225

Sziasztok!Fisher CA-225 erösítőnek kellene a kapcsolási rajza mert hiányosan kaptam.Előre is köszönöm,ha valaki tudna segíteni.

Fisher CA-M300 circuit diagram errors

Having downloaded the SM for the Fisher CA-M300 compact Stereo HiFi amp, realizing it is of good readable quality, I can spare myself to scan the SM and upload it, because it's exactly the same one as I have. Still I want to share a few thoughts having just repaired a set.

I would like you (the admin) to put the following under the heading "Fisher CA-M300" in "Audio service info"

The Fisher CA-M300 (built about 1981/82, for how long, I don't know, anyway, the company was then already owned by Sanyo) is a nice little, high quality built, very compact hifi stereo amp. I had the version built for Europe (220 V, 2 prong euro connector). Characteristics are: Sufficiently sized and shielded C-Core power transformer, huge (2 x 8000uF) electrolytic caps in the power supply, large extruded heatsink, bolted to big aluminium block, bolted to aluminium bottom plate, internal wiring between the different components and boards is well done, but, being of the wire-wrap type, rather unfriendly to the service (you have to disconnect 13 of them to get to the underside of the main circuit board, and you MUST _solder_ these when you put the equipment together again!).
The circuitry is quite simple, using a Sanyo STK461 hybrid power IC in the output stage, a 4558 dual opamp in the tone control preamp, and 2 Hitachi Low-Noise HA1457 in the MM phono EQ preamp.

There are 2 errors in the circuit diagrams:

In the main circuit diagram the junction of R31 (33 Ohm) and R33 (220 Ohm / 1W) has to be connected to the positive rail - as it is in reality - otherwise the circuit could not work.

In the STK461 equivalent circuit pin 12 has to be connected to the emitter of the right lower output transitor (the one opposite Q10, just like on the other side!), otherwise the circuit could not work.

The fault reported by the owner was intermittent breaks in transmission and/or high distortion in mostly the left, but sometimes also in the right channel, both with loudspeaker and headphone output. This could sometimes be remedied by slapping on the housing, but mostly not. I at once suspected a mechanical connection fault, or a hairline break of the PCB. After taking off the top cover I could make the fault disappear/reappear by pressing with a finger on different parts of the main PCB. I now suspected the relay, which is a rather small encapsulated unit, but the clear plastic hood could be taken off, exposing the contacts and mechanism. Cleaning the contacts with  blotting paper wetted with contact cleaner (1st effort) did not have a lasting effect. Same result using No. 600 abrasive paper (2nd effort). Not being able to find a suitable (or better) replacement of roughly that size, and after studying the circuit diagram, finding that no safety circuitry (DC on output detection or heat sensors) was found connected to the relay activating circuit, I decided to totally remove it, bridging the contacts.

The function of the relay was just delayed connection of the output (ca. 1s) on switch on, and immediate disconnecting on switch off - to shield the user from the switch on/off noises (that are, in this special case, neither too nasty nor dangerous - a pure "comfort" function one could easily do without!

To do the job, I had to dismantle the whole thing to get to the underside of the main PCB, I mentioned that above under the term "service unfriendly", but in the same time I think the makers should be forgiven, producing such a nice super compact design! The amp is working cleanly and clear again from now on...

The amp being designed for 8 Ohm loads (in the European manual 4 Ohm is also specified) has been operating into 4 Ohm speakers (which are still quite usual here in Germany, and there are really god ones, too). If this is done at higher than usual power levels (of which the amp is quite capable), the high output currents may have damaged the relay contacts in the long run. The contacts must clearly be declared "under designed" for this kind of duty. By the way, as you can see from the circuit diagram, when both sets of stereo speakers are connected, and you run them both, they are connected in series, so there is no danger of overload, but the sound will of course be not as good (because of the lower damping and the impedance interference of the serial connection, you can hear that).

Some additional thoughts about relays in the output lines of hifi amps: Now I'm all in favor of speaker protection in the case of DC appearing on the output. The CA-M300 depends on 1.6AT (slow blow) fuses in the output lines, which would amount to 20W RMS into 8 Ohm. But fuses are bad in the output lines, they will bring distortion having a nonlinear resistance (and if they had none, how could the ever blow?). Have you ever seen a fuse wire sagging under heavy load? Relay contacts are bad, too. They should be extra heavy duty, and the relays made pluggable for ease of service and, yes, those contacts _will_ wear out, so the relays will have to be replaced. Having relays for delayed switch on / immediate switch off in the output of preamps with their very low current requirements seems OK (the contacts being of good quality, of course), but having relays in the output line of power amps just to avoid switch on/off noises seems just a superfluous nuisance... To point you to some more modern ideas for perhaps new designs of output protection avoiding relays I recommend the following web article:

http://www.geofex.com/Article_Folders/ampprot/dcprot.htm

Back to the CA-M300, if the output stage should be faulty, even one channel only, the Hybrid IC STK461 has to be replaced in total. I would recommend replacing it with the STK465, which is rated for higher voltage, because the the STK461 is running very near its maximum rating with a 230 V AC line (and at my home it's mostly 236 V AC), provided you can get these devices which are not in production anymore. Otherwise the power PCB has to be discarded and something new constructed instead, perhaps something using the ST TDA7295 or the NatSemi LM3886 from the overture series. Space would be there (even considering a Veroboard design) and sufficient heatsinking, too!
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If you want to join us and get repairing help please sign in or sign up by completing a simple electrical test
or write your question to the Message board without registration.
You can write in English language into the forum (not only in Hungarian)!
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